From Zan Goncalves

Citation and plagiarism checker for AMA! Have not tried it
http://mickschroeder.com/citation/

Here’s a Lib Guide for citation games, MLA and APA URL: http://nlclibrary.libguides.com/citationgames

Here is a interactive game for identifying scenarios that involved plagiarism or not
http://www.lycoming.edu/library/instruction/tutorials/plagiarismGame.aspx

Here is a fabulous citation game that targets learning the order of elements in a citation in MLA and APA.

https://depts.washington.edu/trio/quest/citation/apa_mla_citation_game/

from University of Washington TRIO Training

Williams College includes more types of citation, though not AMA, and different games that target identifying the elements in a citation.

http://library.williams.edu/citing/game/

James Madison University's Tic Tac Toe focuses on identifying what type of a citation: book, journal, etc.

https://www.lib.jmu.edu/tictactoe/